Lower frequency of sister chromatid exchanges and altered frequency of HLA B-region alleles among individuals with sporadic dysplastic nevi.
Sister chromatid exchanges (SCE) were analyzed in peripheral blood lymphocytes of 24 individuals, following diagnosis, and prior to surgical removal, of a sporadic dysplastic nevus (DN). Lower SCE values and variability were found in 23 sporadic DN individuals compared with controls (2.52 +/- 0.12 and 3.76 +/- 0.22 SCE/cell, respectively). These DN individuals, contrarily to healthy controls and some types of tumor patients whose cells are hypersensitive to mutagenic agents, did not show increased SCE rates as a consequence of cigarette smoking, alcohol consumption and diagnostic radiation treatments. These observations are in contrast with clinical evidence that similar lesions are both markers or risk and precursors of malignancy in individuals with multiple nevi, affected by the dysplastic nevus syndrome (DNS) or belonging to FMM (familial malignant melanoma) families. Three HLA class I alleles out of 72 tested were found more frequently in sporadic DN individuals compared with controls: B37 (p < 0.05), B52 (p < 0.01) and B70 (p < 0.01). Whether the greater chromosomal stability (as shown by the SCE analysis), and/or the altered frequency of some HLA alleles could influence the chance of developing cutaneous malignancy in DN individuals is yet to be evaluated.